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            Elly Chen            01:39 15 Mar 24

            
                
                I was surprised to see this place with 4.8 star rating and 1200+ reviews which is pretty rare, but it’s very well deserved.  :)  Service was fast and friendly, food was well-seasoned, marinated, and tasty, and portion sizes were reasonable for the price.  We saved this spot as a place we’ll come back to on our next road trip through Oregon.
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            Jeff Wooden            21:20 01 Mar 24

            
                
                Casual joint where you order at the counter and can eat at tables or to go.

Ordering was easy and they brought the food to our table.

The gyros we had were excellent. My lamb was flavorful, especially with the spicy sauce. My wife had the chicken kabob gyro. Chicken was moist and delicious.

Great gyros with lots of fresh toppings on a very fresh pita.
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            Anthony Pucci            21:35 25 Feb 24

            
                
                If I could rate this place more than 5 stars, I would absolutely do so with zero hesitation! From the moment we walked in, the owners and  staff made us feel welcome. We ordered quite a few things, and every single item was tasty. The hummus was to die for, the pita soft and warm and absolutely delicious, the lamb and chicken were so perfectly seasoned it was unreal, and the round fries were perfectly crispy on the outside and soft on the inside! Do yourself a favor and come eat here!
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            jocelyn w            20:06 11 Dec 23

            
                
                We stopped in and were so super pleased! Very welcoming owner and everything came out fast. We tried the traditional spicy gyro wrap, the chicken gyro wrap, lentil soup and fries. Devoured all of it, our 5 year old loved the soup. Very clean indoor dining space and your table even gets bussed! We'll be back.
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            Lydia Arcangelo            23:28 06 Dec 23

            
                
                My friend and I were running errands and wanted some Mediterranean food. We chose this place and we are definitely gonna be coming back! The food was delicious and the staff was very friendly and welcoming. I got the lamb gyro, round fries with spicy sauce and feta, the rose water lemonade, and baklava and everything was fantastic!!! Cannot recommend this place enough!
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            Elle Mitchell            02:46 22 Nov 23

            
                
                It’s a low key vibe, but it’s got the best gyro meat in the city (and in Portland too, as far as I’ve tasted in my 7 years here). Been stopping by just to get a pound of meat even through the pandemic when we could do our own thing at home. Grade A place! Also the people are delightful! I have dined in and gotten take out (both walk up and call ahead).
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            Jared Englund            23:48 19 Oct 23

            
                
                Really happy with my lamb gyro plate. Big portion, cost about $17 with bread. Probably enough food to split with someone, I’m taking leftovers home. If you want gyro, this place gets the job done.
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            Upper Left Media            21:59 27 Aug 23

            
                
                What they lacked (barely) in service they made up for in food quantity and quality. Only gripe was we didn’t get a couple things we ordered and had to go back twice to ask for them.
Otherwise, this place was incredible. The picture doesn’t give the gyro justice. It was HUGE. The garlic fries were good as well. Where some places charge you for extra meat, that’s not an issue with this place. I was so full when we left. Will definitely be back.
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            Mimisho _ሚሚሾ            03:32 15 Aug 23

            
                
                We came here after a long day in the sun, just to be met with the most delicious food and refreshing drinks! We ordered the falafel plate, chicken plate, fries, hummus & pita bread, and rose water lemonade, and we would do it all over again. All the food was prepared so well, and left us very full and satisfied. We drive 15 miles just to get a taste of I Heart Gyro. Nothing like it, nothing beats it. If you’re craving authentic Mediterranean food, you have GOT to stop here and give it a try. Not only was the food amazing, but so was the service! We walked in and were immediately greeted with a smile and some jokes that made us laugh, all while telling them our order. The owners make you feel like an old friend every time you come in, which can be very hard to find. The prices were also very reasonable and worth every penny, considering how delicious the food is.
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            V Verh            20:41 02 Jul 23

            
                
                This place is amazing! First time and and certainly not my last. Had a lamp kebab wrap and it did not disappoint. The spicy garlic sauce is a good touch! We ordered a side of fries and they were a hit! People here definitely know their way around the kitchen. Also staff is very friendly. 10/10 recommend.
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            Ashley Franz            01:06 02 Jul 23

            
                
                Wow!!! We dined in and it was amazing!!  So delicious. My husband says the spicy garlic is a must and not too spicy if you are wondering. I say the Greek fries are a must!
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            Erick Hendricks            23:53 15 Jun 23

            
                
                I love this little wall-in-the-hole place!  The people are friendly and service is great. The space is super clean. And the food is Incredible. There are 2, maybe 3 places around here that I can think of that serve these kinds of dishes, and this is the go to one for sure. The Gyros here are the star! Nice big portion of meat, fresh vegetables, refreshing tzatziki, and awesome feta. Couldn't ask for more. Will definitely come back real soon!
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            Jeff Payton            23:02 05 Apr 23

            
                
                These guys super pleasant to deal with when you come in and I mean super pleasant. These guys are friendly! Not even the best part though, the food is so good! I'm a big fan of this restaurant!
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            Andrea Maeng            22:36 21 Oct 22

            
                
                I ate here twice in one week! Probably one of the best gyros I’ve ever had in my entire life (I’ve lived in CA, NYC where any kind of food is available). I rarely eat out because I usually make my own food to be more mindful/healthy. Getting food here tastes and feels like I am asking a friends mom to cook for me. Everything is incredibly fresh, well made, tastes so good, and is filling. The only issue I have is trying not to eat the deliciousness so fast! The service is so friendly. This is a no frills place, but it is clean, yummy, and I highly recommend if you don’t feel like cooking and want to support a terrific small business. Thank you!
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            James Deno            21:39 09 Aug 22

            
                
                great service and even better food! The owners are amazing people! I usually get the lamb steak kabob and it never dissapoints. You gotta try their fries! So good especially with the spicy sauce the put on them! Check this place out! 10☆☆☆☆☆
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            Rebecca Podhora            01:21 29 Jul 22

            
                
                Their gyros are fantastic! We have come back several times now to get the lamb gyros with the spicy garlic sauce and Greek fries. The hummus plate is also very good. It has been consistently good everytime so 5 stars all the way! The staff is really friendly as well!
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            Maxwell Zhou            03:29 20 Jul 22

            
                
                Food is great and the service is impeccable. I came to this place for the first time just last week. Over the course of 5 days, I’ve visited this restaurant 4 times. One day I came here twice. The food quality here is fantastic, the kebab plate is flavorful and filling, pictured here. The sauce is great. The gyro meat is tender and savory. On the warm pita, it is well balanced with fresh vegetables and meat.

I’ve tried many of the gyro joints around the Vancouver area and this is by far my favorite. If I was available everyday, I’d come here everyday.

The service is quick and friendly. They happily provide you anything you need and answer any questions you have. Highly recommend this place!
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            Mary S            00:06 18 Jul 22

            
                
                My first time at I Heart Gyro the food was amazing I had the chicken Gyro and the fries,service was fast and kind and caring if you are looking for  yummy food this is your go to place!!! The food is fresh and the pita bread is off the charts fresh and pillowy and amazing .I am so happy I tried this place I will be back to try the lamb Gyro!! I can't wait!! I went back to get the Baklava super yummy!!!
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            Eva Yvonne            00:03 18 Jul 22

            
                
                Today I visited I Heart Gyro for the first time. I ordered the spicy chicken gyro and ice tea.
The gyro was DELICIOUS! So much tender seasoned chicken along with the sauce, shredded lettuce, tomato,  red onions and pickles...my taste buds were so happy! I shall return!
I Highly Recommend!
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            Shelice Lewis            18:51 08 Jul 22

            
                
                This is by far my favorite restaurant in the world! I can eat the lamb Gyro everyday for the rest of my life and the spicy garlic sauce is perfect. My orders are never wrong, even my door dash orders. And the gentleman that work there are very hospitable and kind.
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            Chase Carter            01:39 22 Jun 22

            
                
                Place was fantastic. The gentleman at the counter was "top notch" customer service. Atmosphere was clean and the food is delicious. It was my first Greek food experience outside of just hummus and I'm looking forward to seconds. 5☆.
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            Andrew Ritchie            02:05 02 Jun 22

            
                
                Hands down the best Greek place I've ever tried... and I've tried a lot of Greek places. Get a spicy lamb gyro. You will not regret it.
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            Renee Raeon            19:16 01 Jun 22

            
                
                Great little no-frills Greek restaurant. Food is always fast & fresh. Falafel gyro with spicy garlic sauce is bomb! Dolmas are olive oily, soft, and amazing. I've been here probably 5 times now and it's consistently really good.
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                Delicious food, and great customer service. First time visiting today and was pleasantly surprised. Closest to home cooking without being home, give it 10 stars if i could.
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            Vancouver Custom Embroidery            03:43 07 Apr 22

            
                
                Authentic Mediterranean food. Super delicious.
This place just hits all the marks. Ambience, food and service!
I got lentil soup and lamb kabob plate. Both were amazing! then their baklava is the best in town.

Decor and ambience is very cool. Service was friendly and quick.
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            Josh Cherry            19:40 25 Mar 22

            
                
                Food was super fresh and absolutely delicious! The service was quick and the prices aren't bad at all especially for how much food you get. I'll definitely be returning in the future!
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            Mary Kalantarian            02:13 20 Mar 22

            
                
                My boyfriend and I ate at I Love Gyro and were blown away by the flavor, quality of ingredients and the friendly, comforting vibe. A restaurant with integrity, owned and operated by really great people. Also, there are a lot of vegan options. :-)
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            Amanda            22:37 10 Mar 22

            
                
                I decided to stop in for a gyro for lunch before doing my grocery shopping and I am beyond glad that I did! The lamb gyro was so good! The pita was loaded and everything together was a religious experience if you love good food!!! I will definitely be back!!!!
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            Chris & Maria Harvey            16:24 22 Feb 22

            
                
                I'm glad to have found this place.  The gyro is so delicious and fully packed of food.  The kafta plate and hummus are also amazing.  The staff is also kind and fast. You have to go and give them a chance.
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            Josh Briggs            17:18 18 Jan 22

            
                
                Love a good whole in the wall Mediterranean restaurant. We ordered a Dolma Plate for the table and those were made spot on. My Chicken Gyro Wrap didn't take long to make either. All the food was super tasty. We didn't leave any sort of leftover on this visit. It's only a few blocks from home, so I'm sure we'll be making this a regular place to grab lunch and dinner.
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            Ray Yepjustray            01:31 07 Jan 22

            
                
                Best Gyros and hummus west of the Mississippi, no exaggeration!!!   Try the lamb kabob wrap with spicy garlic sauce and get a side of hummus with extra bread.  The food is so good, it could help a crack addict find a stronger addiction.  ;)
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            ashley johnson            19:54 17 Dec 21

            
                
                My husband and I were in town from Yakima and wanted to have a gyro! This place did not disappoint! I thought it was very clever that they put veggies on the bottom. It helped them from falling out, Genius! Flavor was top notch and so was the customer service. This will definitely be our spot when we are that way again!
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            Casey Sharp            05:26 27 Nov 21

            
                
                Definitely will be back! The portions sizes were great and the taste was even better! I was surprised by the chicken gyro 🥙 it was fantastic!  Price were fair to the quality of food so definitely give this place a try!
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            Zhanna            18:12 16 Nov 21

            
                
                Got a to go order to eat with husband at home. Everything was packaged nicely. We got two gyros, kebabs, fries and baklava. Everything tasted great! Loved the sauce that was used in gyros. We will definitely be back and try out everything else on the menu!
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            Bryan Hugh            00:30 12 Nov 21

            
                
                Staff is incredibly friendly. Remembered my order after my third visit. Gyros are absolutely packed. Some other places in town cheap out with the meat. Get the spicy sauce 👌👌
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            Crista Forest            03:49 05 Nov 21

            
                
                Best gyros I've ever had! Delicious! They are a bit more expensive than some other places around town but that is probably because their gyros are huge! You could easily feed 2 people with one, or get 2 meals out of it for yourself. Staff was also very nice. Service was fast. Facilities are clean and neat. I will definitely be going back there again.
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            Cody Jenkins            00:32 31 Oct 21

            
                
                Great value of food the price was good and the guys were so nice in there witch is a big part. The good was also quality will for sure be a regular spot for me I didn't expect my gyro to be so full and fresh but it was great.
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            brittany baca            21:51 09 Oct 21

            
                
                I devoured my gyro already so I don’t have a photo. Anyway, employees were friendly and helpful. Ordered a lamb gyro and fries. The veggies and potatoes were all cut with the crinkle cutter, they gave me extra tzatziki sauce and the flavor of everything was spot on. Definitely recommend.
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            Les Jones            00:00 09 Oct 21

            
                
                I’ve been coming to this little restaurant for the past two years. Very comfortable surroundings… The food is always fantastic, hot and fresh, I have never had a problem with my order… The people here are awesome, very respectful and professional.. always a delight..
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            Logan Straup            02:35 16 Sep 21

            
                
                Best customer service I’ve had in years! Very friendly and welcoming. Love them all! Cheap too.
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            Meghan Lobdell            08:29 07 Sep 21

            
                
                If you want the most delicious gyros in WA, you have to stop by.  The guys are always welcoming and oh my G O D the cook is a wizard. My roommate and I ordered at least once a month and every single time it was phenomenal. I’ve done both fine in and take out and dining in is better, buuuut if you don’t have time to dine intake out is still amazing.
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            Anna Kirillov            23:48 02 Sep 21

            
                
                First time trying I heart gyro. They have the best gyros, baklava and rose lemonade! After coming here the other places don’t even compare! A must try in Vancouver for Mediterranean dishes! The people working there are also great, chatted with us and made us feel at home and welcomed!
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            Boston Miller            20:09 11 Aug 21

            
                
                Best gyro place hands down. The staff is always very nice and inviting. The lamb is roasted right on the spit. Would recommend to everyone.
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            Hayley Tomich            20:19 15 Jul 21

            
                
                Omg!! Just had lunch and it was absolutely delicious and the best gyro I've ever had. Come hungry because they stuff those gyros. Customer service was great. Definitely will be telling others about this place!!!
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            Dana Hall            01:38 02 Jul 21

            
                
                This place is amazing! So amazing, I usually manage to visit once a week.
Along with great food, is great customer service. Always a friendly smile serving you - and my to-go order is always quick! 11/10 do recommend.
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            Trista Rust            19:22 21 Jun 21

            
                
                I came because of the reviews and I continue to come back because of the food. The spicy garlic fries are amazing. Not to mention everything else is phenomenal. The staff are also always friendly. Best Greek food I have found in the area.
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            Storm Grey            18:48 15 Jun 21

            
                
                Stopped in for a light nibble while having maintenance done on the car. J & I shared a few appetizers, all of which were fresh & tasty. The staff were friendly & helpful; I look forward to visiting again for a full meal.
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            Christie Carroza            01:07 04 Jun 21

            
                
                My boyfriend and I are new to the area and were looking for a perfect gyro after moving in all of our things. Great reviews and great prices lead us here! If you're looking for a perfect gyro, you don't need to look any further. Their tzatziki is incredible and their service matches. I will absolutely be coming back here for my next gyro craving. Thank you!
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            Alina Fabyanchuk            21:30 23 May 21

            
                
                I love this place!!! Very delicious meals, big portions, and high quality. Employees are sweet and nice:) definitely recommend to everyone!
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            Aiden Campbell            02:53 06 May 21

            
                
                Amazing lamb gyros. Great price for such an mass amount of food. I was full after eating the pita bread with dip and half an gyro. The employees were extremely nice and fast to give us our food. Overall, great experience. Just with COVID-19 and all, seemed very monotone. It was okay though, my company, kept me accompanied.
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            K J Baker            01:04 26 Apr 21

            
                
                Visiting from out of town. Came for quality rating. We were not disappointed! Get the spicy fries. They are not traditional fries, but don’t let that hold you back!  So yummy! All four of us decided on spicy lamb gyro. So good! Had a hummus plate. Very smooth and delicious. We were hungry and started eating before taking the picture.
We would absolutely come back again.
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            Nathan Clemans            19:49 07 Apr 21

            
                
                First time and loved that I was able to go there with my vegan friend to try this place out. I got the lamb gyro wrap and she got the falafel gyro wrap and we were absolutely thrilled with everything!  Will absolutely be coming here again!
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            Anthony Galagurov            03:15 04 Apr 21

            
                
                Really great gyros! Actually stuffed and full from this gyro place! Definitely will be coming here again.
Great food and great service!
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            Arielle Bonneau            23:58 25 Feb 21

            
                
                Tried a little bit of everything from the chicken gyro, lamb gyro, greek fries and the hummus. None of it disappointed! The spicy garlic sauce is to die for. Highest quality and the owner was really friendly. Had to go back a second time during our visit to Vancouver
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            Emil Turan            00:04 21 Feb 21

            
                
                I love the food from this guy's. Can't describe how Good it is . Must try.
Highly recommend.
And thank you for excellent costumer service !!
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            Saray Pena            23:19 06 Feb 21

            
                
                I would come here everyday if I could!
The employees were very friendly and informative! They shared off menu combinations to try. There are VEGAN OPTIONS!!!! Vegetarian friendly! I’m really glad I came here over anywhere else. Also they’re fries were perfect. So was the spicy garlic sauce. Everything was very delicious.
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            Jack Butler            22:08 06 Feb 21

            
                
                Place is clean and the staff is incredibly nice. The food was amazing, lamb gyro with the spicy garlic sauce and the portions were fantastic. Made my Friday night, after a long hard days work. Definitely will be going back very soon.
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            Olga Orlovskaya            22:39 29 Jan 21

            
                
                been going here for couple years already and it’s the best gyro i’ve ever had. The workers are always so nice and friendly. I know i can go there without them messing up my order and caring about every single customer that walks in.
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            Natalia Nesmiyanova            22:52 27 Dec 20

            
                
                Wonderful customer service. Delicious gyros. Couldn’t be better! Very happy I’ve found this place. Highly recommend.
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            Jeff Foster            21:21 15 Dec 20

            
                
                If your looking for the best gyros in Vancouver and Portland make sure you head over here! Very filling and super tasty. It may be hard but don't only get a gyro. The chips with feta is a simple yet awesome dish and the hummus is phenomenal! Great prices and awesome food.
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            Dara H            00:43 08 Nov 20

            
                
                I love this place. I usually get the lamb kebob plate and it's always delicious. I really like their coffee as well. I took my parents here when they visited and they really enjoyed the gyros. And the spicy garlic sauce is amazing. I occasionally order their desserts and like those as well.

This place has been one of my favorite restaurants since I moved to the area a couple years ago.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Sarah elaine]        

                
            Sarah elaine            06:17 30 Oct 20

            
                
                Ordered food to pick up, and was very impressed at how delicious the food was they had my order ready on time. Very  nice employees this is a bit of a drive for me but definitely worth it !!! Definitely recommend to try this place if you haven’t yet!! Thank you I heart gyro  for your amazing delicious food 🥘😋😋☺️
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            Sky Rausch            21:56 10 Oct 20

            
                
                What can be said about I Heart Gyros that hasn't already been said?

Delicious food, overstuffed gyros, incredible fresh bread, great atmosphere, always a pleasure to talk to the guys working there.

I've eaten there quite a few times now and the food has always been consistent, that is what pushes a restaurant past good, into great.

If you haven't tried this place you are missing out.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Alisa Prosyanaya]        

                
            Alisa Prosyanaya            00:50 29 Sep 20

            
                
                How did I not know about this place?! Amazing gyros and hummus! I could seriously eat the hummus every day/wish I could get the recipe. It’s so creamy with the perfect amount of lemon. The food seems way better quality than most gyro places I’ve had in Vancouver. Can’t wait to try more from their menu.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Nathan Dahlstrom]        

                
            Nathan Dahlstrom            00:36 21 Sep 20

            
                
                Best gyro experience def comen back to this place
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Chris The Hab]        

                
            Chris The Hab            02:47 16 Sep 20

            
                
                This is easily the best gyro I've ever had. Everything we ordered was great. Looking forward to another visit.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jess Boysen]        

                
            Jess Boysen            03:15 09 Sep 20

            
                
                Initially skeptical - shocked by food quality and portion sizes.  Intrigued by the tantalizing curry added to the chicken.
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            Caitlin Fowler            15:53 02 Sep 20

            
                
                Everyone here is so friendly and the food is absolutely delicious! I always get the veggie meza plate and the falafel is just the right amount of crispy on the outside, soft on the inside. So many other places over-fry their falafel until it’s crunchy and dry. My husband usually gets lamb shawarma and he says it’s perfect. Their hummus is some of the best we’ve ever had.
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            Shannon Holland            18:31 27 Aug 20

            
                
                Hands down the best food around! The spicy lamb gyro is my go to favorite! Get the spicy fires and omg 😍 I absolutely love this place!
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            Yuliya Chaplygina            00:40 21 Aug 20

            
                
                Never disappointed with the food or service! Friendly employees, always fresh food and always on time.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: yuriy nyukeyev]        

                
            yuriy nyukeyev            00:40 21 Aug 20

            
                
                Great experience always. love the people and will support this business best I can to my abilities. It's always a two party understanding so if you know this you will never be disappointed of what you get and you definitely will love it. Thus why keep coming back. You can strike a good conversation with anyone that works there.
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            Austin Fowler            19:32 15 Aug 20

            
                
                I tried this place for the first time today. I ordered a lamb Gyro with the spicy sauce. That was the best damn Gyro I have ever had. Packed full of meat, the pita was as soft and fluffy as a pillow, and the veggies were fresh and crisp. This place has won over my heart in a delicious fashion.
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            Emily Nguyen            03:10 15 Aug 20

            
                
                Food quality was beyond exceptional. Service was great. Store was clean but takeout only for Covid. Pita was perfect.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kayla Thomas]        

                
            Kayla Thomas            20:55 25 Jul 20

            
                
                Got the Lamb Gyro & small Greek fries to go-Delicious!!!! They don’t skimp on the quality or quantity. Great flavor! Got the spicy garlic sauce-WOW!!! Nice heat, but you could still enjoy the different flavors. Really great to see a restaurant taking extra steps during CoVid to keep the customers and employees safe, they are doing a great job. Very clean establishment. Highly recommend!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kylie Wascher]        

                
            Kylie Wascher            23:29 22 Jul 20

            
                
                These guys are always friendly and so sweet ! And the food is amazing! I Always get a side of Greek style fries with my spicy gyro wrap! Thanks guys! Keep it up! Please please please stay! ❤️
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: jenna frink]        

                
            jenna frink            01:54 19 Jun 20

            
                
                The lamb gyro was INCREDIBLE! Yum! I highly recommend the spicy garlic sauce. They were also FAST! 10 minutes or less for two lamb gyros.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Roson Yamamura]        

                
            Roson Yamamura            05:10 17 Jun 20

            
                
                As a delivery driver I make sure I take my lunch here I really love their spicy lamb gyro wrap!!! The brothers who own this fast food restaurant are very nice and kind. I highly recommend you stop by here to check it out, you will not be disappointed
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Nikki Seid]        

                
            Nikki Seid            21:05 13 Jun 20

            
                
                The best Greek I've ever had! Perfect warm, soft pita too.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: BananaThorn]        

                
            BananaThorn            18:14 16 Apr 20

            
                
                This place is delicious! I had the lamb gyro, which was the best gyro I’ve ever had. It was stuffed with delicious food, and the lamb here was good (most other gyro places mess up the lamb). The prices are reasonable, I’ll definitely be coming back soon!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Brant Terry]        

                
            Brant Terry            03:44 10 Feb 20

            
                
                This place is amazing! My fiance is Syrian so naturally she loves this kind of food and so do I. This was our first time here, and won't be the last. Service was awesome and the food taster very authentic!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jackson Bagley-Bonner]        

                
            Jackson Bagley-Bonner            03:48 05 Feb 20

            
                
                The Best gyro I've had on the west side of the Mississippi river.  Food comes out quick, service is good. Ambiance is a hole in the wall that cares about their food, not a hip space. Every time I'm in the Portland area I'll be hitting this spot up.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: RowanNightAngel .]        

                
            RowanNightAngel .            04:31 31 Jan 20

            
                
                Loved this place!  Great taste and quality for the price!  Very friendly staff, and they even offered a few samples.  Like, who even does that any more?  Didn't order the hummus, but it was amazing.  Everything here is prepared with obvious pride.  Wish there was an I ♡ Gyro back home.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Marion McClure]        

                
            Marion McClure            20:38 29 Jan 20

            
                
                Amazing food! The gyro was overflowing with awesomeness (a little hard to eat, but worth the effort!). Super tasty hummus, tabbouleh and khofta. Excellent service, clear and helpful with figuring out menu variations. Not much ambiance beyond photos on the walls, but extremely clean and neat, and the seating is new and comfortable. I'll be back as often as I can find excuses to visit this part of town, for sure!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Clem Patton]        

                
            Clem Patton            07:09 25 Jan 20

            
                
                This is a hole and the wall Mediterranean cafe. Although the interiors are a bit dingy, the food makes up for it. The price level  (~10$) is reasonable for portion size and the food is decent. The falafel were fresh and the hummus was very smooth and not acidic.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Maria Owen]        

                
            Maria Owen            04:18 05 Jan 20

            
                
                Definitely one of the best hidden gems for gyros. The staff is friendly. The food is amazing. And we will be back!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Drew Holst]        

                
            Drew Holst            03:52 30 Dec 19

            
                
                My wife and I have been coming here since they opened. These guys have some seriously good food. Top notch people and service. Every time someone visits us that hasn't tried Medditeran food this is where I'm taking them. Keep up the great work gentlemen, you guys are killing it!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Rob Goff]        

                
            Rob Goff            01:34 21 Nov 19

            
                
                The Gyros and Gyro plate are amazing.  The Greek salad was balanced and perfect. Service was friendly and fast. Highly recommended.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Molly Alldredge]        

                
            Molly Alldredge            08:26 16 Nov 19

            
                
                Excellent food! The staff is super nice! The lamb here is so perfectly cooked, very tender and great flavor! Also, they have loads of delicious sauces, hummus, and loaded fries. I would definitely come again! The price seems right for good quality food. They also have some very traditional and interesting juice options. I'd recommend the lamb kabobs and the tzatziki bowl starter.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Eli V]        

                
            Eli V            21:12 11 Nov 19

            
                
                Excellent food and portions. Love this place! The gyro is our favorite and baklava is great too.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Mich Moe]        

                
            Mich Moe            01:22 04 Nov 19

            
                
                Boyfriend and I came here since we were in the area and found this spot. Definitely will be coming back, the staff was super friendly and nice and the food was outstanding. The flavors were all so nice and we were really full but looking forward to eating our leftovers. ♥️
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: John Goode]        

                
            John Goode            22:01 24 Oct 19

            
                
                Kind people running a great restaurant. Heard another diner say "I would eat here every day and I love bringing new people in!"
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Danny Westbay]        

                
            Danny Westbay            22:38 15 Oct 19

            
                
                We love going there we have been there several times the staff is always so friendly... The food is absolutely bomb!!!!! We tell everyone that we meet in our neighborhood around there to go give them a try you won't regret it !
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Freedman Morse]        

                
            Freedman Morse            18:41 11 Oct 19

            
                
                Fabulous food! We had the chicken and lamb plates with salad, basmati rice and meat and the hummus plate. Salad wasn't lettuce, but chunky cucumbers, peppers, tomato, onion and feta, very good. Full service restaurant, we were waited on by owner who was very attentive and personable. Nice atmosphere, we sat for 2.5 hours in a booth visiting with friends. All 4 of us are looking forward to going back! Very clean too.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Amani Bryant]        

                
            Amani Bryant            01:08 21 Sep 19

            
                
                Yuuuum! Authentic Greek / middle eastern food. Casual dine in and take out. Staff is friendly. They're pretty flexible with special diets and their homemade rose water lemonade is incredible.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: David Eguizabal]        

                
            David Eguizabal            21:26 19 Sep 19

            
                
                Food was delicious.  I definitely recommend it.  Great job guys . And service was also great. 👍
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Patricia Arndt]        

                
            Patricia Arndt            21:41 14 Sep 19

            
                
                My husband used to go to a place in St John's that had the best gyro wraps ever. This spot just replaced it as the best. The lemon chicken is phenomenal, too, really well seasoned.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Vicki Labelle]        

                
            Vicki Labelle            03:47 13 Aug 19

            
                
                The service was really good, our waiter was really nice and friendly. I ordered a lamb wrap it was amazing. I'll definably be coming back here! 😊
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: G N]        

                
            G N            21:36 10 Aug 19

            
                
                Excellent food! Excellent service! The place was busy and we still got our food in a very reasonable amount of time. Will definitely be coming back.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Dj Opy]        

                
            Dj Opy            00:46 09 Aug 19

            
                
                Chicken and Lamb Gyros both delicious and fast! Lovely spot and friendly staff. Nicest you can get in Vancouver. Highly recommend it
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Heather S]        

                
            Heather S            00:19 08 Aug 19

            
                
                These gyros are huge and delicious! Thinly sliced lamb meat with option of spicy OR garlic sauce. So good!!!! And so worth it! It was so yummy, today is the second day in a row I'm having it, and introducing my gf to it as well! 

Warning, these are super messy if you're trying to eat and drive. Just saying. Dont try that, or it will likely end up dripping down the front of you if you're not careful. 

Enjoy!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Grace Halk]        

                
            Grace Halk            19:38 17 Jul 19

            
                
                Great service. Really nice staff. Food was out quick and it was delicious. Plan on going back again. Totally recommend it!!!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Amber Dry]        

                
            Amber Dry            03:29 10 Jul 19

            
                
                I really liked I heart gyro. The folks working were super nice and helpful. Food was delicious.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Omkar Kulkarni]        

                
            Omkar Kulkarni            19:49 28 Jun 19

            
                
                Awesome delicious food. Friendly staff. They have a lot of vegetarian options. The chicken and falafels were very well made. Ample parking space. 100% recommended.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Melisa]        

                
            Melisa            00:23 11 Jun 19

            
                
                Excellent! Went with a HUGE group and the service was amazing! Everyone was very happy with their food. We got a variety of dishes, my chicken gyro was the best I've had in a long time.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Laurel T]        

                
            Laurel T            20:56 08 Jun 19

            
                
                I went in after seeing this place mentioned in an article that stated they were vegan friendly. To clarify, not everything on the menu is vegan, but they worked with us when I took my vegan stepdaughter in, and the food was delicious and reasonably priced. She enjoyed her falafel, and my chicken gyro was really flavorful. The Greek fries were also good.  I think the person who helped us was one of the owners, and he was very welcoming and funny.  I am glad we stopped by, and we'll be back.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Mike Bolle]        

                
            Mike Bolle            04:46 04 Jun 19

            
                
                Very highly recommended! If you've never had Mediterranean food before the owner I think it is. Is always there very helpful in answering any questions and explaining exactly what stuff is on the menu. He always make sure you get something you're going to be happy with. Try the chicken gyro it's fantastic
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: JJ KENT]        

                
            JJ KENT            20:51 01 Jun 19

            
                
                Great gyro place. Always fresh and hot. CLEAN place. Delicious food and great customer service. Sometimes we get it through delivery. 
Highly recommend
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Scott Voldbaek]        

                
            Scott Voldbaek            19:10 28 May 19

            
                
                Simply the best gyro I’ve had in years. Staff is always pleasant and food comes out quick and fresh. Absolutely nothing to complain about here.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Falcon Turtle Lord Of The North]        

                
            Falcon Turtle Lord Of The North            21:14 21 May 19

            
                
                This place was really fun! It's a simple and easy going environment. The food was really tasty! Their sauces are very delicious. I recommend their gyros to any gyro lover.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Corry gibbens]        

                
            Corry gibbens            03:43 24 Apr 19

            
                
                Once again went to visit and this place never disappoints the staff is so genuine and friendly and the food is consistently amazing. This is for sure one of my favorite places to eat. The falafel is always so amazing and the food is always made fresh to order I doubt they even own a food warmer. If I could give more stars I would.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Alex Chizh]        

                
            Alex Chizh            21:10 21 Apr 19

            
                
                This place is so great! I love the food and customers service! You will always leave satisfied and full...if you want more just get more because this food is amazing. I come here for lunch and get the chicken kabab wrap all the time and it is always amazing! If you are looking for an amazing place to try out come here!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Christina Davenport]        

                
            Christina Davenport            19:59 21 Apr 19

            
                
                Always great food. One of our favorite places to eat. Staff is friendly and the good is always great. Best gyro around.  Good hummus, lentil soup is delicious.  I can't say enough good things about I ❤️ Gyro.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: McBee]        

                
            McBee            21:57 14 Apr 19

            
                
                Great flavors. Reasonable prices. Vancouver is lucky to have these folks. A+++ Get something to go. They are making it fresh. I have been very pleased each time I've been in.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Dayna Morse]        

                
            Dayna Morse            22:27 31 Mar 19

            
                
                Lovely food, friendly service, we didn't wait very long at all. Came in 15 minutes before closing for a take out order, and they were happy to make us some amazing food before they closed up for the night. Thanks! I'm definitely coming back. 😎
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jackie Harris]        

                
            Jackie Harris            02:52 04 Mar 19

            
                
                We came here for the first time as we are new to the area and they were amazing and answered all of our questions, even allowing us to taste their absolutely delicious rose water lemonade!!!! I would go back just for that lemonade but even the food was amazing,  this is as authentic as it gets! So if you want amazing service and mind blowing good food I suggest you try I heart Gyro!!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Elias Lein]        

                
            Elias Lein            06:40 05 Feb 19

            
                
                Great food and great people. They will make any substitution you ask for and are always so friendly. Some of the best food i have ever had has come from here! Would always recommend!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Eva Mountain]        

                
            Eva Mountain            21:13 02 Feb 19

            
                
                This place is honestly the nicest customer service that I have ever had anywhere. Extremely pleasant people to deal with. Also the food is amazing. 10/10. Will be going back. Total hidden gem
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Varun Sood]        

                
            Varun Sood            17:45 27 Jan 19

            
                
                Great find in the Couve. We have been here several times and never been disappointed. The food is awesome and the people are really nice and even started recognizing us.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: W Heart]        

                
            W Heart            08:44 26 Jan 19

            
                
                I have fallen in love with this place. We were greeted the moment we walked in by a very friendly staff. Our order was quickly taken and quickly made. While we were there, several regulars came in for takeout. The staff knew their orders by heart and were able to get them on their way swiftly. The prices are quite reasonable. 

Best of all, the food was amazing. We ordered a hummus plate and lamb gyros. The hummus was so good I had to stop myself from licking the plate clean. The gyros were huge and tasty. The spicy garlic sauce is a must. I want to dip everything in it.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Troy Koen]        

                
            Troy Koen            07:59 20 Jan 19

            
                
                We started coming to this store when we first moved in the neighborhood and have always had great service and the food has been plentiful and delicious! We have since moved out of the neighborhood  but make time when we're close by to stop and eat here. I hope this establishment will  expand! They have excellent gyros, hummus ,baklava and Turkish coffee.  The prices are lower than expected for the amount of food they serve.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Daniel Hunter]        

                
            Daniel Hunter            04:30 13 Jan 19

            
                
                My wife and I drive from Portland to this place to get Gyros! The staff is amazing and always friendly. Great amount of menu items with all the typical Greek/Mediterranean options. It is not uncommon to hear people complimenting either the staff or food. Today we heard a woman let the staff know they have the best hummus around. 

There is ample seating and the environment is welcoming. I cannot say how much I love this place. My wife enjoys the rose water lemonade and we both love the gyros. The baklava is delicious and the potato slices with feta and spicy garlic sauce is great. I would always recommend this place and enjoy every time we go.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Brenton Clive]        

                
            Brenton Clive            23:08 11 Jan 19

            
                
                This is our absolute Favorite place for Gyros! My wife never even likes gyros, much less lamb and now it's one of her favorite places. Their garlic sauce is also AMAZING!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: HMH16 16]        

                
            HMH16 16            22:10 02 Jan 19

            
                
                First time trying this place, and if we’re back in the area, we will be back! Owners/hosts were very nice and personable, and the food was excellent! Large portions, I’m so full right now ha! Best gyro I’ve had so far, not exaggerating. Try the Baba Ghanouj with warm pita—so good!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Karli Hayden]        

                
            Karli Hayden            23:29 08 Dec 18

            
                
                We love coming here as a family and bringing our friends too. Our daughter loves hummus and we love the lamb gyro wraps. The owners are so friendly and accommodating.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: May Bennett]        

                
            May Bennett            06:31 03 Dec 18

            
                
                Amazing food! Fresh and fast. Large portions. The owner was very nice. We will definitely be back!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Tim Bledsoe]        

                
            Tim Bledsoe            17:33 30 Nov 18

            
                
                Amazing hummus. I don't usually care for it one way or the other, but theirs is amazing. Interesting spin on gyros also with pickles and spicy garlic sauce.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Laura K.]        

                
            Laura K.            20:39 29 Nov 18

            
                
                I love this place! The BEST GYROS EVER! They are very generous with their portions and their sauce that they put on their gyros is out of this world! I'm from Oregon and when I'm in town I never hesitate to stop and pay a visit.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jenny Crossle]        

                
            Jenny Crossle            21:06 18 Nov 18

            
                
                My brother and l ate here 3months ago. The service was awesome. The food unbelievably delicious. The waiter did an excellent job.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jessica Hughes]        

                
            Jessica Hughes            03:14 05 Nov 18

            
                
                This place is great! The food was wonderful. We ordered a shish kabob plate and were able to split it between me and my two kids. They had a wonderful experience trying Mediterranean food for the first time. The staff was prompt, attentive and helpful. They took time to answer all of my 7 year old's questions about the food and explain how certain dishes were made. We felt like we were part of the family while we were there. To top off the night we all got a piece of hand made baklava! What a treat!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jamie]        

                
            Jamie            03:12 15 Oct 18

            
                
                This place is awesome! Huge portions, great prices and wonderful service. The gyros here are delicious! The owner dude is hilarious. It's the kind of place you just want to see succeed.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: B Briggs]        

                
            B Briggs            03:11 08 Oct 18

            
                
                Very good gyros! The lamb is excellent and the pickles are a great touch. Friendly service every time. Sometimes they don’t answer because they’re so busy; just go in for your takeout order- it’s worth it!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Maggie Felden]        

                
            Maggie Felden            01:29 08 Oct 18

            
                
                Nice little place with amazing gyros and Greek fries. The spicy tzatziki sauce was wonderful. Guys running the place we're also very nice. Would have gladly eaten more if I could fit it.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Geoff Lopez]        

                
            Geoff Lopez            01:30 24 Sep 18

            
                
                Just randomly found this place when looking for gyros in Vancouver. The food was great! We ordered it to go and enjoyed the meal at home. The food was fresh and tasty! I'll definitely be back!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kaniz]        

                
            Kaniz            16:55 21 Sep 18

            
                
                This place makes one of the best gyros I have ever had!! Their sauce makes the flavor even better. The staff is very nice and welcoming and always happy to see us. Most of the meat is halal but some may not be so be sure to ask. Once they know you they will let you know if something you order isn’t halal. The restaurant is small. I would suggest some more decor to give it a middle eastern feel but that is my opinion of course. I just like to see places look aesthetically pleasing even if they are small and having the theme of the country they represent makes it even more fun to come to. If you haven’t tried their food yet, I would highly suggest it!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Rachel Konsella]        

                
            Rachel Konsella            19:33 29 Aug 18

            
                
                Oh my gosh!!! The food is so good and such a great value. The gyro is huge! I go here often for lunch and it's so tasty. Also, the falafal is the best I've ever had, so moist and perfect. Great job, I heart gyro!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Crystal Brewster]        

                
            Crystal Brewster            20:05 13 Aug 18

            
                
                I have been here twice with my boyfriend so far, and we both agree that this is our go to gyro place. Both times we have gone, everyone working us been super friendly, and the food is amazing. I highly recommend this place and I will definitely continue to eat here.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Destiny Kiss]        

                
            Destiny Kiss            03:18 13 Aug 18

            
                
                Oh my goodness where do I start???? This place is soooooooo wonderful!! Amazing customer service, food, atmosphere, AND THE PRICES ARE FANTASTIC!! Would definitely give them ten stars if I could!! Love this place so much! The Lamb gyro platter is to die for!!!! I literally almost cried it was so freaking delicious!! Can't wait to eat here again!! 😊😊😊😊 Very satisfied!!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Tom Martichuski II]        

                
            Tom Martichuski II            22:41 11 Aug 18

            
                
                Great Gyros! Great service! Great price! Unfortunately I don't live super close to this place anymore, but I eat here when I can. I can't speak for anything else I always buy Gyros and fries to go, but they are awesome.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Aaron Davis]        

                
            Aaron Davis            20:31 08 Aug 18

            
                
                I just finished my first meal here and I can’t say enough good things about it! The service was fantastic, They spent time walking me through the menu and explaining what the foods items were. The meal came out quick, was fresh off the spot, and SO GOOD!! Price was super affordable and I know this will be a regular stop for my wife and I!!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jim Adams]        

                
            Jim Adams            03:42 04 Aug 18

            
                
                They have by far the best Gyros and other Greek food in town. My favorite item is their lamb kabob wrap. The owners are always there and very friendly. We go here frequently for the great food and welcoming staff.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Chris brookreson]        

                
            Chris brookreson            02:20 29 Jun 18

            
                
                Best Mediterranean food we have had in the Portland area!  Very authentic flavor, excellent ownership and service.  Will definitely make this a regular stop!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Alan Villegas Mejia]        

                
            Alan Villegas Mejia            02:01 27 Jun 18

            
                
                As soon as I walked into the restaurant I was greeted very kindly. The workers were generous, outgoing, and you could tell they wanted to create the perfect dining experience for you. The food absolutely incredible. 5/5 come here now!!!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: erica london]        

                
            erica london            02:39 24 Jun 18

            
                
                So glad we saw a guy holding the sign for “ I Heart Gyros”!  The lamb gyro was awesome , the seasoning was perfect! Staff was very friendly and helpful. I will definitely return here and recommend to my friends.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Liliya Orlov]        

                
            Liliya Orlov            06:12 13 Jun 18

            
                
                Best gyros I’ve had hands down!!!. The service is incredible and the food is simply delicious. My fiancé and I love coming here! It will always be one of our favorite places.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Andi Clive]        

                
            Andi Clive            01:30 02 Jun 18

            
                
                This place has AMAZING food. The lamb gyro wrap is delicious and the spicy garlic sauce puts it over the top. Best gryos around. Great service and outstanding food!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: erin simpson]        

                
            erin simpson            19:35 30 May 18

            
                
                Wonderful gyros. Quick and inexpensive. Service is friendly. Really good food a reasonable prices. Great for a quick lunch.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: bonnie rivera]        

                
            bonnie rivera            02:55 30 May 18

            
                
                Good food! Rosewater lemonade is the best! And the guy who served me was so nice! He made some helpful suggestions and let me try the lemonade which is why I bought 2. So glad I drove out here rather than get a gyro closer to home!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Trevor Flaming]        

                
            Trevor Flaming            03:58 25 May 18

            
                
                The food here is really great and the gentleman serving us was extremely friendly and funny. He had us laughing every time he came by our table and was sure we had everything we needed. There is a really tasty garlic sauce that you should get on everything!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: James J Smith]        

                
            James J Smith            01:00 25 May 18

            
                
                This place is hands down the best place for a gyro. It's a great deal for the price, and the service is genuine. 
Try the rosewater lemonaide, house made.
I will be a regular for now on!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Adam Rapp]        

                
            Adam Rapp            17:59 23 May 18

            
                
                Was in here last time I was in town on business and me and my team enjoyed the wide variety and selection they had to offer, including vegetarian options for my one colleague. They ran out of the lamb kebabs that night but the gyros were excellent. I returned this time and was able to enjoy the lamb kebab platter, and the portions were excellent. The texture and seasoning on the lamb was what you would want and expect, and the sides of rice and Greek salad were hearty and the perfect compliment to the meal. No complaints here.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Robert M]        

                
            Robert M            15:43 13 May 18

            
                
                This place was amazing. Everything our group got was incredible, the staff was super-friendly, the atmosphere was good. My group of friends will definitely be coming here more often.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: William Johnson]        

                
            William Johnson            13:58 10 May 18

            
                
                I can not say enough good things about this place! The brothers are all super nice and their customer hospitality is top knotch. And the food.....oh man the good! Quantities are more than filling and always seasoned to perfect flavor. I've tried a few other Greek places in town and this one wins my undying loyalty.
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Paul Brennan]        

                
            Paul Brennan            01:58 24 Apr 18

            
                
                Great food and excellent, fast service.
Tender chicken perfectly seasoned on fresh soft bread with homemade tzatziki makes an awesome Gyro. Greek fries with feta and spicy garlic are addictive! Don't miss this place near Walmart!
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Matthew Tycer]        

                
            Matthew Tycer            23:57 13 Apr 18

            
                
                Great staff the two brothers always remember my order every time I come in hands down best gyro in the area. Try the spicy garlic sauce! It's amazing
            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ruben Golosinsky]        

                
            Ruben Golosinsky            22:08 13 Apr 18

            
                
                The food at this Gyro restaurant is absolutely fantastic. Came with a group of 10 people and food came out very quickly and everything was exceptional. Had the lamb gyro, food came hot and very flavorful, with a generous amount of meat. Definitely a place to check out!
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            Daly Doucet            19:08 05 Apr 18

            
                
                Hands down the best lamb gyro this side of the Atlantic. You will not leave here hungry! Edit: I've eaten here at least a dozen times since my original post and it never disappoints!
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            Jackson Aho            05:04 28 Jan 18

            
                
                First off look at the reviews. Currently there's about 200 reviews with 4.9/5 stars. That astounding accomplishment speaks volumes about the quality of this place.
As far as my experience here I'll just say I won't be happy until I've eaten a hundred of those gyros. I'll be back to try everything on that menu.
The group I was with was fixated with the hummus. We loved whatever olive oil they used.
Lastly as a side note the staff is very friendly, and welcoming. I would recommend this place to anyone.
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			We have over 200 reviews on Yelp, Facebook and Google. Feel free to leave one of your own!
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